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	Metrics are a hot topic. Executive leadership, boards of directors, management, and customers are all asking for data-based decisions. As a result, many managers, professionals, and change agents are asked to develop metrics, but have no clear idea of how to produce meaningful ones. Wouldn’t it be great to have a fast, simple explanation of how to plan for and then design measurements to improve your organization?


	Planning and Designing Effective Metrics—an abridged version of author and metrics expert Martin Klubeck's Metrics: How to Improve Key Business Results—provides that explanation and the tools you'll need to make your organization more effective. Not only does this brief book explain the "why" of metrics, but it walks you through a step-by-step process to create a clear picture of organizational health and how well you satisfy customer needs.


	This book:

	
		Provides a guide for planning and designing useful metrics based on your unique organizational needs
	
		Offers the theory behind metrics to help you get exponentially better practical results
	
		Shows how to select and use the proper tools for creating, implementing, and using metrics
	
		Provides examples of how to identify, collect, analyze, and report metrics that will be immediately useful for improving all aspects of the enterprise



	Planning and Designing Effective Metrics will help you to measure the right things, the right way—the first time. No wasted effort, no chasing data. You will learn how to create valuable measures of organizational success, like repeat customers, customer loyalty, and word-of-mouth advertising. That will help you not only to improve organizational results—you'll also multiply your career opportunities.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Understand the difference between data, measures, information, and metrics
	
		Identify root performance questions to ensure you build the right metrics
	
		Develop meaningful and accurate metrics
	
		Formulate practical answers to data-based questions
	
		Learn one of the most powerful methods yet invented for improving organizational results



	Who this book is for


	Planning and Designing Effective Metrics was written for managers in the for-profit and nonprofit worlds who need to improve key results: department heads, middle managers, analysts, IT professionals, and change agents.
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The Definitive Guide to iReport (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
JasperForge.org is the open source development portal for the JasperSoft Business Intelligence Suite, the JasperSoft Business Intelligence solution that delivers comprehensive tools for data access, data integration, analysis, and reporting, including iReport. This definitive, authoritative book covers the following:
	Covers iReport...
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Advanced SharePoint Services SolutionsApress, 2004

	This book will cover advanced techniques for programming web parts and SharePoint Services. It will also cover advanced integration techniques with related products such as BizTalk Server 2004 and Content Server. Intended for advanced developers who already know all of the basic SharePoint Services, this book will aid them as they solve...
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Hibernate Search by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2013

	Explore the Hibernate Search system and use its extraordinary search features in your own applications


	Overview

	
		Add search capability to your custom applications
	
		Integrate with the core Hibernate system, using traditional APIs or JPA
	
		Write search queries in no time that may...
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Bug Patterns In JavaApress, 2002
This book is written for anyone familiar with programming in  Java who wants to more effectively prevent, explain, communicate about, or fix  bugs. This may include developers from industry, the government, or academia,  was well as computer science students. Developers in each of these categories  possess a wide range of...
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Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase Genes in Lipid MetabolismSpringer, 2013

	Obesity and diabetes develop as a complex result of genetic, metabolic and environmental factors and are characterized by increased lipogenesis and lipid accumulation in many tissues. Stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) genes are a critical regulator of lipogenesis and catalyzes the synthesis of monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA), mainly oleoyl-...
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Reporting Technical InformationOxford University Press, 2001

	The leading text in technical writing, Reporting Technical Information introduces students to all aspects of technical communication, including letters, proposals and progress reports, recommendation reports, research reports, instructions, and oral reports. Continuing the esteemed tradition of its predecessors, the tenth edition...
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